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GIRLS‘ DAY AT PARAT 
AS A REGIONAL EMPLOYER, PARAT IS ADVOCATING FOR APPRENTICESHIPS WITH A 

FUTURE 

 

As a globally active plastics expert and manufacturer of premium tool cases, PARAT 

Group campaigns for technical careers in the industrial sector in its role as a regional 

training company. This year, within the framework of the nationwide Girls‘ Day, PARAT 

once again offers interested young girls from the region exciting insights into the 

working worlds of technology. The participants get a very close experience of plastics 

know-how at the market leader and can check out the wide range of technical 

apprenticeships at PARAT. 

 

After an extensive tour of the company, the trainers Stefanie Mauritz and Horst Fenzl 

focused on the presentation of the various training opportunities and career 

prospects in technical fields at PARAT. With a broad spectrum of technical 

apprenticeships, such as industrial and tool mechanic, process engineer for plastic 

and rubber technologies, production mechanic or electronics engineer for operational 

technology and mechantronics engineer, PARAT provides an opportunity for young 

talented girls of tomorrow to reach above the ordinary. PARAT’s program on Girls‘ Day 

offered them the possibility to assist and get involved with production activities and to 

put their technical skills and abilities to the test. Under the guidance of the trainers 

and apprentices Alina Wensauer, Benjamin Prosser and Jonas Kasberger, the girls 

worked hard to create their very first work piece: a hand-made aluminum cube 

machined from casting blanks, which they first marked off, center-punched, drilled 

and finally rasped with a lot of passion and eagerness. 
 (1.610 Zeichen mit Leer) 
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photo:  front row from left: PARAT’s apprentice instructor Horst Fenzl, Benjamin Prosser apprentice 

at PARAT, Celina Stockinger, Lea Krinninger, Elena Mühlberger, Luisa Sitter, Annalena Wallner 

   back row from left: Juliane Hoffmann, Nicole Wimmer, Jana Nöbauer, Lara Nöbauer, Larissa 

Karlsböck, Jonas Kasberger apprentice at PARAT and PARAT’s apprentice instructor Stefanie 

Mauritz 

 

 

 All information you need on careers and apprenticeships at PARAT is available at 

www.parat.eu/karriere 

 

Manufacturer’s address:  

PARAT GmbH + Co.KG 

Schönenbach Straße 1 

DE - 94089 Neureichenau 

www.parat.eu 
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Marketing & PR 

phone: +49 (0) 8583 / 29-132 

email: marketing@parat.eu 
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